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Mr. President,

Mr. Secretary-General,

Your Excellencies,

Distinguished Delegates,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I wish to begin by extending, on behalf of the oppressed

people of Namibia and the Central Committee of SWAPO, warm

greetings and best wishes to the Assembly and the eminent

personalities present here on this occasion of the opening of its

Vlllth Emergency Special Session devoted to the Question o-f Namibia.

SWAPO delegation is most gratified in seeing so many Ministers

and other high officials from the UN Member States, whose presence

here confirms, once again, the solidarity and support for our sacred

cause and yearning of our struggling people for freedom, justice and

genuine independence. We would like to thank them for responding

promptly and positively to the request for the convening of this

particular session initiated by the OAU Member States in Nairobi,

June last.

Of course, broadly speaking, the decision to hold an Emergency

Special Session on Namibia, in the event of a failure by the

Security Council to impose total economic sanctions against racist

South Africa, was made through the successive meetings at the

highest levels by the Non-Aligned Movement and the OAU. The need to

proceed on this basis was felt in the aftermath of the UN sponsored

pre-implementation talks in Geneva, where the colonial delegation of
4

the occupationist regime displayed complete lack of diplomacy,

sincerity and statesmanship and eventually succeeded in deliberately

sabotaging the meeting. In other words, we are gathered here because

this is the expressed desire based on a clear global consensus which

insist on a necessity that a world-wide campaign should be launched

within the framework of the United Nations, as well as outside it,

in order to ensure the continued isolation of the illegal regime of

Pretoria and, at the same time, to mobilize support and assistance

for the struggle of the heroic people of Namibia, under the

leadership of SWAPO, the vanguard of the Namibian Revolution and the



sole and authentic representative of the Namibian people. On the

other hand, we have taken full cognizance of the fact that certain

Western powers, the usual trading partners and collaborators of the

apartheid regime, have tried every conceivable method of intrigue

and blackmail to prevent the Emergency Special Session from taking

place. Now, in spite of the fact that they have been rebuffed in

that the Session has been convened, notwithstanding their tricks,

they will still deploy new tactics to undermine the debate,

professing hypocritically to be acting only in the best interests

of the Namibian victims who continue to be killed, maimed and

terrorized by the fascist Boers with the weapons and other war

materials supplied them by the major NATO powers.

This then is the sketchy background to the present debate.

Obviously, we are happy the debate is taking place and at the same

time, we welcome the opportunity to make a contribution.

Mr. President, this is the second occasion that you preside

over the General Assembly's consideration of the Question of Namibia;

the resumed 35th Regular Session in March was the other. While we

extend our warm greetings to you personally, we also recall with

great pleasure your firm and positive leadership which frustrated

the sinister gimmicks of the agents of the Pretoria regime, whereby

they purported to represent the peoples of South Africa and Namibia.

In the same vein, we acknowledge the skill and courage with which

you defended the Charter of the United Nations and guided the

Assembly smoothly through the procedural pitfalls which the Boers

were creating in order to cause the United Nations to legitimize
•a

the international outcasts and their puppet, traitor agents.

According to the custom in the General Assembly debate on

Namibia, the President of the UN Council for Namibia is the first

speaker, followed by a representative of SWAPO. This practice was

followed even during the Nineth Special Session of the General

Assembly on the Question of Namibia. Naturally, we feel greatly

honoured.



Mr. President, there are some myths and deliberate distortions

about the patriotic struggle of the Namibian people to liberate their

beloved fatherland by any means necessary, including the armed

struggle, and about SWAPO, the vanguard of that struggle and the sole

and authentic representative of the struggling masses of our country

at,,home and abroad.

To begin with, the racist propaganda and the calculated

imperialist connivance would have the world believe that the

struggle of our people against the genocidal policies and practices
«*

of the previous colonial occupation by the Imperial Germany since

1915 and now against the Boer colonial regime is a creation by outside

powers. Do we really need outsiders to tell us about the wholescale

massacres of our people, about the extermination orders which

decimated our population and exiled generations of Namibians, about

the violent conquest of our land and the seizure of livestock and

mineral wealth? Do we really need to be told by foreigners, whoever

they may be, about our sufferings and deprivation at the hands of

the oppressors who visibly and presently are carrying out unmitigated

reign of terror, intimidation and repression? Have our detractors

not read the colonial records or heard about tragic losses we

suffered when we were colonized and alienated from our land? We

know from a long experience as victims of foreign occupation that

colonialism and racism have always sought to legitimize their

domination by confronting the oppressed at every turn, with a

caricature of their historical identity. The German colonialists

before and the apartheid chieftains who today continue to arrogantly

maintain illegal rule in Namibia have based their abhorrent policies&
on master-servant relationship in order to justify their atrocities

and barbarism. In order to massacre human beings like wild animals,

they had to first negate our history and dispossess our people of

everything.

i *f •
The struggle of the Namibian patriots which SWAPO is spearheading

today is a struggle resulting from the very colonial conquest and is a

reaction to the unjust decisions of the Berlin Conference of 1884/85,
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at which the major imperialist powers divided Africa into spheres

of control, domination and influence. It was then that our fore-

fathers launched the first liberation war, the great patriotic
resistance, on a national scale involving all the African people in

Namibia.
it

The occupying army of racist South Africa never left Namibia

since their invasion in 1915 during the first major imperialist
war - World War One. The army and police have ever since become

the permanent instrument of colonial policy; they are responsible
*'

for the daily killings, torture, arbitrary mass arrests, imprisonment

and generalized terror and intimidation against our people.

The very existence of the apartheid state in Southern Africa

and its evil system of apartheid are the source of the colonial
conflict, racial polarization and tension which could easily engulf

the entire region and the world at large into a global war involving

major powers. Throughout the long period of about 66 years, during
which our country and its people havef^eated as mere spoils of war,

mere chattels, we have known only violence, repression and
exploitation by the Afrikaner mafia and its imperialist collaborators,

In collusion with the imperialist interests to which it is

allied, the South African occupation regime has created a system of

extreme economic exploitation in Namibia buttressed by a repressive,

colonial administrative machinery and a racist legal system. In

Namibia, you have white settler oppressors who live in splendid

wealth and enjoy unlimited privileges entrenched in law, while the

masses of our people have a little chance to escape the poverty, !

degradation and misery into which they are institutionally bound.

The huge transnational corporations exploit to the fullest,
disregarding the interests and well-being of the African majority,

the safe haven of super-profit-making, facilitated by the continued

illegal occupation of Namibia and military intimidation. Despite

repeated United Nations resolutions on Namibia and the rulings of

the World Court, in particular its advisory opinion of 21 June 1971,
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South African and other foreign economic interests represented by

the giant transnational corporations have continued and, indeed,

expanded their ruthless and illegal exploitation of the human and

mineral resources, under the soil, the seabed and within the

terrirorial waters and the continental shelf of Namibia. These

giant corporations have for years monopolized the commercial and

mining sectors of the Namibian economy to their own exclusive benefit

and to the detriment of our people now and the future generations.

Outstanding among the transnational corporations ofr the

Western nations are those orginating from the member states of the

so-called contact group: Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany,

France, the United Kingdom and the United States. In this

connection, we have taken due notice of the positive pronouncements

and encouraging overtures from the leaders of the new Government of

the parties of the left, led by the Socialist Party in France.

SWAPO and the embattled people of Namibia welcomed whole-heartedly

the positive vote of France irJr"§ecurity Council, on 31 August 1981.

We can only express here our sincere hope that this new France will,

in due time, extricate itself from this economic stranglehold which

impedes the progress of our heroic struggle.

Let me further mention that, according to the latest available

information, there are as many as 88 transnational corporations

carrying out plunder and destruction in Namibia. Of this number,

35 are based in South Africa itself, 25 in the United Kingdom, 15 in

the United States, 8 in the Federal Republic of Germany, 3 in France

and 2 in Canada. All these firms, including those registered in

South Africa, conduct their illegal operations by means of licences

issued by the Pretoria regime or its illegal, colonial administration

in Namibia.

Mr. President, Honourable Ministers, Distinguished Delegates,

I have cited this data in order to stress the point that, in addition

to the historical wrongs done us by the successive colonial powers,

the economic.and strategic interests of the major capitalist powers,

the trading partners and the ones who provide the NATO military



safety net for the Boer regime, have aggravated the conditions of

conflict, violence, political and military confrontation between the

revolutionary forces of change and the defenders of the status quo.

Like our forefathers, we too are struggling and sacrificing,

not in the name of some abstract ideology or as agents of a foreign

power. .Rather, we have endured all this as a people to reconquer

our LAND, to re-establish ownership and control over our natural

resources, to liberate human labour and to create the necessary

conditions for our people for the full enjoyment of their basic

rights of freedom, self-determination and genuine and uiffettered

independence.

On this basis, we resolutely reject and condemn all those who,

through massive propaganda and vicious disinformation, try to depict

the heroic struggle of our people as an extension of East-West

tensions or SWAPO as an agent or creature of non-African powers.

Can anybody really doubt the fact that today Namibia is a police

state, a terrorist state, an occupied Territory whose people languish

daily at the mercy of the colonial army of nearly 80,000 troops,

police and civilian commandos? On top of this massive militarization,

the racist occupiers are Namibianizing the colonial conflict by

arming and training Namibian youth at the point of a gun, creating a

situation where brother will kill brother. I have already talked

about the plunder of our wealth and the exploitation of the labour

of workers and peasants by foreigners who care nothing about Namibians'

survival or welfare. There are also illegal and unilateral political

impositions which are intended as preparations for a UDI in Namibia.,

In this regard, all the preliminary administrative, legislative and

political steps have been completed in favour of the so-called

Democratic Turnhalle Puppet group. Are we supposed to ignore these

things,/roll over and play dead? NO! We are patriots, we are

freedom fighters, indeed, we are revolutionaries, no less than

George Washington or the partisans of the European Revolutions; it

is our historical responsibility and a patriotic duty to resist the

settler colonialists and their local puppet traitors. It is our
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fatherland we are fighting for and it is our people whose yearning

for emancipation inspires us to go forward.

I wish to, at this point, refer to another distortion, namely,

why SWAPO is recognized, before elections have been held, as the

sole and authentic representative of the people of Namibia. The

issue is actually uncomplicated and self-explanatory. SWAPO is the

only indigeneous Liberation Movement with the necessary organiza-

tional sophistication, military capability, human resources,

political programme and international standing to effectively
V*

resist the colonial domination and illegality of South Africa in

Namibia. At the time of SWAPO's birth, more than 20 years ago,

inside Namibia, through the efforts of the sons and daughters of the

soil, there were also certain Namibian political organizations and

groupings carrying out limited patriotic and anti-colonial actions.

With the ever-increasing repression and intimidation by the Boers,

these organizations and groupings succumbed until at the beginning

of the 1970's, virtually all of them had disappeared. Those that at

that time existed only in name as moribund entities were de-recognized

by the international community. Perhaps some delegates will recall

that throughout the mid-sixties, several Namibian representatives of

various organizations used to appear jointly before the UN bodies as

petitioners. But all the genuine anti-colonial and patriotic

organizations had died political deaths by 1971. Following the

decision of the OAU in 1972, the General Assembly recognized SWAPO

as the authentic representative of the Namibian people in 1973; in

1976, this status was changed to "sole and authentic" and in 1978

SWAPO was accorded a Permanent Observer status in the United Nations.
t

But it is worth pointing out that SWAPO was not created either by the
<

OAU or the United Nations. It was created by the people of Namibia

themselves to spearhead the struggle for freedom and independence.

What the OAU and the UN did was merely recognizing the existing

reality and making the one and the only correct decision to strengthen
f

the efforts of the Namibians by choosing to support their Liberation

Movement which was and is the only one capable of delivering the goods,

The fact that SWAPO has survived 20.years, fighting single-handedly

the most powerful military power on the African continent, is a clear

vindication of the trust and confidence reposed in our Movement by
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the OAU, the UN and the Non-Aligned Movement of which we are a

proud member. Actually, the Boers themselves have been our best

promoters through their unending complaints about our effective

operations against their forces and military installations. Each

time they carry out their military actions against us, they publicize

WjOrld-wide that they have destroyed SWAPO's military organization,

that they have killed hundreds, if not thousands, of our guerrillas,

that it was the biggest combined military operation, with peculiar

code-names, or that our forces are deserting in large numbers.

Just adding up these alleged facts and figures, SWAPO should have

been wiped out tens of times over the past years. Yet, 4-iardly two

weeks pass without the Boers writing to the UN Secretary-General

complaining about SWAPO actions. So it goes on and on and on! It

is a matter of record, the Boer regime had agreed to sign a cease-fire

agreement with SWAPO, in terms of the UN Plan endorsed by Security

Council resolution 435. Thus, SWAPO is alive and well!

Now I wish to deal with what ought to be a matter of common

sense, but which the racist propaganda and imperialist malicious

disinformation campaign are trying, especially in the recent months,

to distort. To a Martian visiting our planet as a guest of the Boers

and Reaganites, SWAPO freedom fighters would be nothing but a

contingent of foreign invaders from yet andther planetary outpost,

obsessed with an impulse to kill, maim and otherwise victimize

Namibian men, women and children in the service of some wicked

demon. Enemy propaganda is so pervasive and vicious that some people

unwittingly fall victim to it.

4

The truth of the matter is that SWAPO has been able to survive

through long and difficult 20 years only because we are a people's

Movement created, organized and led by the sons and daughters of the

soil. How can anybody in his right mind believe that SWAPO members,

who are,themselves all Namibians, could adopt, as their policy and

objective, wanton killings of our own mothers, fathers, siblings:

our kith and kin? This is absurd. If that were so, we would have

Ipng alienated ourselves from the masses; they would have exposed us

by withdrawing their protective cover. The:whole word would have

long known about such things through, for example, churches and other
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social institutions, the same way they report on the atrocities of

the occupationist regime against both the masses and SWAPO members.

I ..am stressing this point because just listening to the spokesmen

of the new unholy alliance of racist South Africa and the United

States, one is baffled by the distortions and falsifications. The

Pretoria regime of illegal occupation and its gang of local puppet

traitors and settler chieftains are made out to appear as the

liberators and defenders of our people, whom they are brutalizing

and exploiting, forcing them by means of neo-Nazi tactics to support

the so-called DTA and its neo-colonial entity in Windhoek. The fact

of the matter is that the South African racists are able to maintain

themselves only through the force of arms and intimidation.

The puppets will fall, as their brethren did in Southern

Rhodesia, as soon as co-ercion and military threat are removed.

They will be rejected. On the other hand, the reason why we have

been able to survive in the face of the sustained and massive military

attacks and repression is because we, in SWAPO, are the heroes, the

liberators, the embodiment of the aspirations of the masses for

liberation and independence. SWAPO is so popular and will win any

democratically organized free and fair elections in Namibia. The

choice before the people will be freedom or colonial slavery. And

their votes will be overwhelmingly in favour of Freedom, for which

our forefathers sacrificed and for which the combatants of the

People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) continue to endure

hardships. Those who would like to falsify the facts in favour of

their selfish economic and strategic interests are the racists who

seek to maintain and expand their dominance and control in

Southern Africa.
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The other distortion being propagated by the new unholy

alliance of Pretoria and Washington characterizes SWAPO freedom

fighters as terrorists. Well, we have been called many things over

the years. But this name-calling has not changed and will never

change the content of our struggle, nor transform us into what our

detractors would wish us to be. What is, however, dangerous about

the latest vilifications and subterfuge of the unholy alliance, is

that not only are we called terrorists but it is alleged that we

are creatures and agents of certain foreign forces. This is

outrageous. This is an attempt at preparing the citizens of the

countries concerned and their allies to shallow racist diatribe

and ideological warfare in order to pave the way for military

intervention and destabilization against SWAPO and the Frontline

States, in particular the People's Republic of Angola. The fact of

the matter is that our national resistance against foreign domination

started in the mid-eighteen eighties, long before the victory of the

Great October Revolution. Ever since, we have been struggling

constantly against foreign colonial domination and white supremacy,

such as apartheid. Our own generation, led by SWAPO, has been

struggling for the last 20 years to end South Africa's colonial

and illegal presence in Namibia. When we launched this phase of

our struggle, Angola was still occupied by the fascist regime of

Portugal.

In a word, the Question of Namibia is a question of colonialism

and illegality. This is the universal consensus. SWAPO is the

National Liberation Movement founded upon the aspirations and

interests of the oppressed and colonized Namibians for freedom and
'tf

liberation. We, therefore, strongly protest against and reject

any suggestion to depict our struggle as something other than a

patriotic struggle to reconquer Namibia for all our people.

Furthermore, it is an irrefutable fact of history that, in 1966,

the United Nations took a bold and historic step in terminating

South Afric's mandate over Namibia and assumed direct legal

responsibility over Namibia. The United States of America was one

of the countries which voted in favour of that decision. Likewise,

the United States supported the historic ruling of the World Court
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in June 1971, namely, that South Africa's continued presence in

Namibia was illegal; consequently, all Member States were enjoined

not to have any dealings, directly or indirectly, with South Africa

in respect of Namibia.

This means, the Namibian masses demand that South Africa gets

out of Namibia forthwith. The African continent regard South Africa

as the public enemy number one. By proclaiming, several years later,

that she will/attack" any African country south of the Equator, the

Pretoria regime has virtually declared war against all the Member

States of the OAU * The evil apartheid system, which is

the foundation of the racist, white settlerism has been declared a

crime against humanity. The racist Boer junta has adopted a

belligerent policy of expansionism, military attacks and other acts

of aggression against all the Frontline States. The racist

authorities of South Africa have internationalized the colonial

conflict in Namibia and apartheid menace by introducing mercenaries,

those filthy dogs of war, to murder our peoples in South Africa and

Namibia. It is a regime infamous for the massacres at Sharpeville,

Langa, Soweto, to name but a few in South Africa itself, and for

similar massacres at Windhoek in Namibia in 1959, and who will

forget Kassinga! There were many other such genocidal practices

at other places in Namibia. It is this same militarist regime

which is training and arming counter-revolutionary puppet agents

from almost all 'the Frontline States, in order to carry out

destabilization and organized violence against them. Most serious,

it is fascist South Africa that has brought in nuclear weapons

systems into Africa, thanks to the gang of Five, thus threatening

the peace and security on the Continent with serious global

repercussions.

Mr. President, this is a country of international outlaws, a

terrorist state which is responsible for daily judicial murders of

African men, women and children in Namibia and South Africa; it is

a country of neo-Hitlers, about whom nothing good has ever been

said at anytime, at the United Nations or elsewhere in the world.
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But now we are told that the United States of America regards

this country as a friendly country which must be dealt with on the

basis of the so-called constructive engagement approach. What

conclusions are we to draw from this alarming revelation? What is

it that the United States is telling the Africans and the rest of

the peace-loving and justice-upholding mankind?

Only a few days ago, Dr. Chester Crocker, US Assistant

Secretary of State for African Affairs, delivered a bomb-shell.

He let the cat out of the bag. If ever a proof was needed, he

provided it in a policy statement of 29 August 1981, which was so

strategically timed to convey the message with/iullest possible

impact. It was done at a time when the Security Council was

actively seized of the latest acts of aggression by South Africa

against the People's Republic of Angola, also at a time when a

high-level OAU Ministerial mission was visiting Washington, and

during the period of preparations for this Emergency Special

Session. What more is there to say, except,/bonder aloud why a

super-power which professes fairplay and peaceful solutions to

burning issues in the world should behave in this manner.

Dr. Crocker stated, in a nutshell, that the US will not allow itself

and I quote, to be forced to align ourselves with one side or

another, unquote. This means in our view the US has clearly

decided to align itself openly with apartheid South Africa. I have

given a descriptive analysis of the true nature of the Pretoria

regime and concluded that its continued existence in itself,

together with its fascistic policies poses a serious threat to

the peace and security of the world. Thus, United States „

neutrality in the face of what South Africa represents, a hostile

and destructive racist entity, to the world means support for

apartheid and embracing the perpetrators of repression, violence

and state terrorism. But let me state without any fear or favour

that the, United States is neutral only as regards those that are

fighting for freedom, justice and equality, but not in respect of

those (the racists) that are in control, albeit temporarily, of

raw materials and so-called strategic interests in Southern Africa,

that is, in Namibia and South Africa. For Dr. Crocker declared

that and I quote again, it does not serve our interests to walk
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away from South Africa, end quote. He argued further and I

quote, The potential damage to Western interests is enhanced by

Southern Africa's geo-political importance along the strategic

sea routes around Africa and by its growing importance as a source

of critical minerals, end quote.
*̂

Mr. President, Distinguished Delegates, I will cite just one

more passage from that policy statement on Southern Africa to

amplify my arguments. Dr. Crocker made another point, saying,

"It is essential that military force not become established as the

arbiter of relations between states or the means of effecting

needed political change." Well now, who is responsible for the

military force that fascist South Africa is today, and is it not

that South Africa that has proclaimed the policy I referred to

earlier on of being ready to militarily attack any African State

south of the Equator and is it not the Pretoria regime which,

through military force, perpetuates its illegal occupation of

Namibia? The massacres and genocidal policies that I have mentioned

are being carried out by means of military force. How then is

needed political change possible without counter-military force

which is in favour of the oppressed majority?

Mr. President, it is absolutely necessary that due attention

be given/€his policy exposition because it has serious implications,

for Africa, the United Nations and the world at large.

Let me now say a word about the most recent military invasion

of Angola by the fascist armed forces of South Africa. Throughout ,

the past six years, Angola and its great people have been victims

of these kinds of naked acts of aggression by the Pretoria regime

and other agents of imperialism. It all started with the massive

military invasion of Angola in 1975. While the Boer forces and

CIA/UNITA/FNLA elements were defeated, the campaign of terror and

subversion continued over a period of six years.
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The Security Council met on August 28, 1981 to consider the

complaint by Angola against South Africa. The latest acts of

aggression by the racists, like all the previous ones, constituted

a clear violation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of

Angola. The Boers or their newly found apologists could not, in

any way whatsoever, justify such actions against an independent and

sovereign state, a member of the United Nations. At the end of the

debate, the overwhelming majority (13 countries) of the members of

the Council voted to censure the invaders. But because of the US

veto, the resolution was killed. To add insult to injury, the

representative of the United States in the Security Council went

out on a limb with his cold war polemics trying to justi*fy South

Africa's armed military invasion of Angola. His language was as

undiplomatic as his reasoning was erroneous. He was so insensitive

to the sufferings of the African people of Angola. Yet, his support

for the racists was so generous and, no doubt, comforting to them.

Now we know that what Ambassador Lichenstein said in the Security

Council was a pointer to what we would hear from Dr. Crocker the

next day.

Mr. President, may I take this opportunity to thank all the

countries, international, regional and national organizations, as

well as solidarity groups, for their persistent support and material

assistance to SWAPO in the name of the struggling people of Namibia.

May I also thank the United Nations as a whole and the UN

Secretary-General in particular, for their tireless efforts to

defend the interests of the Namibian people against the sinister

machinations of the occupationist regime and its imerialist

supporters, who are all bent on undermining and usurping the United

Nations authority over Namibia.

In this context, I can only reiterate SWAPO's readiness to

sign a ceasefire agreement with racist South Africa, once it agrees

to follow our good example, in order to open the way for the early

commencement of the implementation of the UN Plan in its final and

definitive form. I should like to further reiterate that SWAPO,

like the OAU and the Non-Aligned Movement, has no interest whatsoever

in reopening negotiations regarding resolution 435; it is a compromised
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formula already accepted by the two principal protagonists in

the Namibian conflict, SWAPO and South Africa, and should be

implemented without any further delay, amendment, modification,

qualification or dilution.

«•

In conclusion, Mr. President, SWAPO is a proud member of the

Non-Aligned Movement. This great, dynamic and representative

Movement celebrated the, Twentieth Anniversary of its founding

in^solemn meeting this morning and re-dedicated itself to increasing

support and concrete assistance to SWAPO, in order to intensify the

war of national liberation. We are most grateful for this and do

pledge right here that we shall leave no stone unturned until we

reach Windhoek. Victory is ours, whether through the bullet or

the ballot.

One of Namibia's greatest national leaders and an indomitable

guerrilla commander against the German colonial forces, told his

arch-enemy, German colonial Governor Leutwein in 1893, and I quote

him with much pride in heart and with the confidence of a

revolutionary :

"If you kill me for my country and my

independence without transgression on

my part, that is no disgrace and loss

to me because then I die honourably in

the cause of that which is mine."

*d

Then he made a clarion call to his soldiers saying, LET US DIE

FIGHTING!

SWAPO represents that legacy and heritage today and we say to

Hendrik Witbooi who spoke those words, that we shall not fail you.

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES,

THE VICTORY IS CERTAIN!
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" Trip Paris (Kay 81)
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Mr.Djermakoye
Mr.Farah

NOTES ON A MEETING HELD AT UNESCO, PARIS, ON 25 MAY 1981

Present; The Secretary-General

Mr. Sam Nujoma, President of SWAPO

Mr. Theo-Ben Gurirab, Permanent Observer of SWAPO to
the United Nations

Mr. I. Djermakoye

Mr. A. Rohan *

Following the special meeting in observance of Africa

Liberation Day, the Secretary-General met with Mr. Nujoma and had

an exchange of views on the present situation regarding the problem

of Namibia. He stressed the importance of retaining Security

Council resolution 435 as the basis for a solution and said that he

had discussed the matter during his recent meeting with President>v

Reagan in Washington. The Reagan Administration seemed basically

to support the resolution but wanted to add some new elements.

This could be done in the form of a "chapeau" in which certain

principles concerning human rights and the preservation of the

rights of minorities would be included. As far as the idea of

negotiations on a constitution before the elections was concerned,

Mr. Crocker had obviously found out during his trip to Africa that

there was no support for such a procedure. The Secretary-General

said that, according to his impression, no firm decision had been

taken in Washington on the position of the Administration with

regard to Namibia. In his talks with President Reagan and

Secretary of State Haig7v he had repeatedly stressed that, in his

view, new negotiations on resolution 435 would not be accepted.

The Secretary-General added that he had heard a rumour that the

South African Government would only agree to the civilian component

of UNTAG while the military control should be carried out by forces

outside the United Nations. This was, of course, not acceptable

to the UN. As far as the possibility of additions to resolution 435
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was concerned, one would now have to await the proposals from

the Western countries and examine them carefully,

Mr. Nu joma replied that he basically agreed with the

position of the Secretary-General. He was very much concerned

at possible efforts to weaken resolution 435 as well as the

role of the United Nations. Mr. Nujoma also mentioned that

South Africa had sent additional troops to Namibia and that the

territory was under tight military control. Schools had been

closed and the flow of refugees from Namibia had increased. In

this respect, and especially with regard to the school children,

the specialized agencies of the UN were giving valuable

assistance.

A, Rohan
26 May 1981
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MESSAGE FROM AMTI-APARTHEID COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

ON SWAPO'S TWENTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY

The Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid, B. Akporode
Clark (Nigeria), has today sent the following message to Sam Nujoma, President
of the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO), in connection with the
twenty-first anniversary of the establishment of SWAPO (19 April):

On behalf of the Special Committee against Apartheid, I extend greetings
to the South West Africa People's Organization on the occasion of the twenty-
first anniversary of its establishment.

The establishment of SWAPO in 1960 marked a new stage in the long
struggle of the Namibian people for freedom and independence. It organized
and united the people of Namibia in a powerful movement for liberation.

It demonstrated great heroism when it was obliged to embark on an armed
struggle. At the same time, it has pursued all avenues for a peaceful
settlement, showing great restraint and diplomatic skill. It has thereby
earned recognition and esteem in the international community.

The Special Committee against Apartheid has followed the struggle of the
Namibian people, under the leadership .of SWAPO, against the racist regime of
South Africa, and has constantly called for universal support in that
struggle. At this critical stage in southern Africa, when the Pretoria regime
is resorting to escalating brutality and despicable manoeuvre, with the
support of its friends, to prevent genuine independence for the Territory of
Namibia, the Special Committee against Apartheid pledges its full solidarity
with the Namibian people and its sole and authentic representative, SWAPO.

We have full confidence that they will triumph and Namibia will soon take
its rightful place in the United Nations and the international community as a
sovereign, independent State.

* *** *

For information media - not an official record
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Dear Mr. Nujoraa, v>
i

I wish to thank you for your letter of 15 January
1981, conveying your views in the aftermath of the pre-
implementation meeting. May I take this opportunity of .
reiterating my deep appreciation to you for the co-operation
extended to tna and ray colleagues in Geneva. ; ,-

As you know, since the meeting concluded, I have
submitted my report to the Security Councilx.{S/14333 of
19 January 1981), In that report, T have recorded your
readiness to proceed without delay to the signing of a '
cease-fire" agreement. I have also recorded that the South
African Government was not yet prepared to sign such a
cease-fire agreement and to proceed-with the implementation
of resolution 435 (1978). I have', therefore urgently appealed
to the latter to review, with the utmost care, the" implications
of the meeting and to reconsider its position at the earliest
possible time. •: ; // \ Y •' i ;-l: ' • . ' -: • -\A '
. ' ~1> <.-'-.'• yt ^ :'?;: ' 1 : :<^;.

I am1 sure that: the outcome of the meeting in Geneva
will give rise to/the most serious international concern
and that all those involved in the question of Namibia will
consider most carefully the proceedings of that meeting and'
the situation which" has now arisen. In this connexion, I;.-
am confident that' the United Nations will not relax in its
efforts to ensure for the people of Namibia their right to
self-determination and independence, through free and fair-
elections und4r United Nations supervision and control.

Yours sincerely, :

- - r r

Kurt Waldheim

r̂ \̂ '- •. j; Mr. Sam Nu;
~ :'•/•'' .'v //' President".-:(
/.£"'. - / South West Africai/People's Organization

Luanda

m IK -.i


